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Introduction
For video surveillance, the automatic detection of pedestrians is a fundamental task which is directly related to applications such as tracking or action recognition. The context of the detection application may range widely, with works addressing various topics such as safety issues for autonomous driving [1, 2] , fall detection for elderly people [3] , surveillance [4] or automated video anonymization [5] . Recently, the accurate detection of pedestrians in high-density scenes gained traction due to the increased frequency of large scale social events, and due to the safety risks linked to them [6] .
Although a significant effort has been devoted in the last decade to pedestrian detection [7, 8] , the advances proposed in the literature are not always applicable to high- 10 density crowd detections for multiple reasons [9] , such as the difficulty to obtain an adequate training set and the intrinsic complexity of the scenes.
Firstly, common pedestrian detectors (e.g. [10, 11] ) are trained for discriminative learning on the basis of a large labeled training set. In case of extremely dense crowds however, it may become hard to define a good training set which spans over all the 15 possible shades of sample characteristics while at the same time remaining focused on the specific targets. To this extent, Active Learning (AL) has been proposed [12] . It relies on the assumption that if a learning algorithm is allowed to choose data from which to learn, it will reach better levels of performance with less training data [13] .
Secondly, common problems for the detection task in high-density crowds are the ab-20 sence of background, the heavy occlusion of body parts, the high visual homogeneity and the small size of the targets. It becomes therefore essential to rely on multiple independent visual detectors which are able to provide different interpretations of the input data. However, it is not immediately clear which detectors are the most adapted or discriminative, and which fusion strategy is the most effective to get the best out of 25 their combination.
Active learning background:. Pool-based AL [14] relies on an initial small set of labeled instances, L, and a larger set of unlabeled ones, U. Batches of informative training samples are iteratively selected from U and added to L, with respect to some heuristics, after a query about their actual label to an oracle (e.g., a human annotator). This 30 approach is well-motivated in many modern machine learning applications, where unlabeled data may be abundant but labels are difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to obtain, from text classification [15] to robotics [16] and medical image classification [17] among others.
Many strategies to select new training samples have been proposed. The most pop- 35 ular ones are uncertainty sampling and Query by Committee (QBC), with many variations in order to balance exploitation of the current classifiers and exploration of the version spaces [18] . Uncertainty sampling [19] consists in iteratively requesting labels for training instances whose classes remain uncertain, despite the information provided by the previously labeled instances. In this way the learning algorithm can focus its at- 40 tention on the examples it finds confusing, selectively adjusting the boundary between classes. Popular strategies consist in querying the instance whose predicted output is the least confident or with maximum entropy, but in the context of SVM classification the prevailing method is to select the samples which are closer to the separation hyperplane margin [20, 21] . More recently, DUAL [22] and QUIRE [23] methods have 45 been proposed. The former is based on density weighted uncertainty sampling while the latter aims at selecting both informative and representative examples on the basis of a prediction of the uncertainty. The authors of [24] consider instead the diversity between samples, proposing a selection strategy which aims to reach a trade-off between the minimum distance from the hyperplane margin and the maximum angle between 50 the hyperplanes defined by each sample. In the context of image classification, diversity among the selected samples can be reached using spatial information, such as in [25] , where the authors propose three criteria to favor samples distant from the ones already present in the training set, namely an Euclidean distance, a distance based on the Parzen window method applied in the spatial domain and a distance that maximizes 55 the spatial entropy variation value to distribute spatially the training samples as widely as possible. Although uncertainty sampling offers an intuitive and flexible solution for augmenting the training set, this framework is suited in its standard form for relying on a single classifier.
On the other hand, QBC [26] exploits a committee of classifiers and operates by 60 asking for the label of the sample on which the ensemble disagrees the most. This approach is better suited for more complex classification tasks which benefit from multiple classifiers providing different views of the input data, such as the application we consider here. Three questions arise, namely how to build the committee set, how to quantify the disagreement in order to define a strategy to select the new samples, and how to finally combine the committee member responses in order to obtain a robust classification. Usually generic ensemble learning algorithms are used for the construction of the committee. Query-by-bagging [27] or query-by-boosting [28] can be used to train weak classifiers on (weighted) randomly sampled variations of the training data set. Alternatively, a single model can be exploited and many variations of it can be 70 derived, e.g. changing its intrinsic parameters, like in [29] for naive Bayes, using the Dirichlet distribution over model parameters.
There exists a variety of heuristics to measure the disagreement among a classifier ensemble, but surely the most popular ones are (Soft) Vote Entropy [13] , and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [30] . Other measures include Jensen-Shannon di- 75 vergence [31] , a smoothed version of KL divergence, and F-compliment [32] , based on the F1-measure. A combination between Vote Entropy and KL divergence is proposed in [33] in the specific context of stream-based QBC, where a continuous stream of samples is given as input and the active learner must decide if it is worth or not asking for the true label. Recently, [34] proposed an interesting method to incorporate diversity 80 and density measures in the instance selection, to ensure variety within the batch and in the whole training set.
Finally, the classification in the context of QBC is usually performed at every iteration on the basis of the committee member responses, through an average among them (weighted, in case of boosting), or by picking the model that provides the best 85 performance (e.g., accuracy). In cases like our application, where the committee is quite heterogeneous and there is not clearly an absolutely best classifier, but rather each classifier is independent and contributes providing a different view of the same data, a simple average between them may not exploit all the available information, so that an adapted fusion becomes an integral part of the entire process.
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Classifier combination. In order to perform the fusion of detectors based on different features, there exist in the literature various approaches, more or less suited for pedestrian detection. To benefit simultaneously from all the available features, multiple kernel learning (MKL) is a well established methodology which aims to combine different kernels relying on different data representations as a linear combination, by 95 casting this information fusion task as a convex optimization problem [35] . The prob-lem scales very well with the number of individual classifiers, but the main limitation of MKL is the difficulty to interpret the final decision and to take into account the imprecision coming from different sources. Another established framework able to benefit from the information provided by multiple features is the decision tree analysis. Recent 100 work highlighted that intrinsic uncertainty related to learning as well as uncertainty due to imprecise data may be jointly managed inside the decision tree by defining entropy intervals from evidential likelihood [36] . In [37] instead, a set of base classifiers is dynamically selected for each test sample on the basis of a classification gain computed using a probabilistic model that uses the outcome from previous observations.
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Information gain is employed also in [38] for actively selecting features combining the collected evidence over time while taking into account the amount of available training data for each class.
In the context of high-density crowd pedestrian detection, in [39] we proposed a robust fusion strategy based on the Belief Functions (BF) framework [40, 41, 42] . The 110 evidential framework [43, 44, 36, 45] is indeed able to naturally model the concept of imprecision, that in our case can arise in two different and complementary ways: in the derivation of posterior probability values from SVM decision scores, and later, from the spatial layout of the detections in the output image space. The proposed mass allocation has been shown to be robust to possible imprecision of the calibration functions, while 115 at the same time taking into account the information coming from neighboring pixels in the image space. Besides, it allows for an amount of discounting that is different at every pixel of the classifier's output map, and it is not only a constant value that merely reflects the reliability of the detector.
In the context of AL, a clear limitation of traditional QBC approaches however 120 is that the selection of the new samples to be added to the training set is performed independently from the (optional) committee member combination, that is only used to derive statistics for evaluation purposes. The possible information arising from the combination of the committee members is not exploited. From our part, the definition of a fusion strategy based on BF framework allows us to naturally have at our disposal 125 several clues to quantify the disagreement between committee members. The result of the source combination indeed is a basic belief assignment (bba) associated to every unlabeled sample, that intrinsically contains conflict and ignorance components. For this reason we find it appropriate to work in the evidential domain: from the one hand, through the definition of appropriate bbas we can model the imprecision over the uncer-130 tainty value provided by each classifier; on the other hand, the BF framework directly provides indicators to quantify the disagreement between committee members.
In this study, we thus propose a QBC algorithm that takes a committee of models which are all labeled on the same training set, but representing competing hypotheses supported by different SVM classifiers based on gradient, texture and orientation 135 descriptors. Firstly we use BF framework to perform fusion between the different pedestrian detectors, and then we propose and investigate different evidential-based measures for the selection of the batch of new training samples. The evidential framework is therefore not only involved in the combination of the sources to obtain a robust decision, but it plays at the same time an original role in the definition of new sample 140 selection strategies at each iteration.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we define an evidential framework to perform active learning in a QBC context, based on the output bba obtained after the fusion of different classifiers. Secondly, we investigate the different evidential entropy definitions of the literature to this extent. The BF framework plays a key role in both 145 cases, i.e., during the bba allocation and combination, and as input to derive evidential measures to select the new samples at every iteration of the active learning procedure.
In the following sections, we firstly explain the bba allocation and combination (Section 2), before arriving to the definition of the new strategies to select the samples based on evidential functions (Section 3). The experimental part (Section 4) illustrates, 150 for our high-density pedestrian detection application, the impact of the different sampling strategies we considered on the performance metrics of the resulting detectors.
Then, we conclude our study in Section 5. To handle both uncertainty and imprecision, belief functions are defined on a larger hypothesis set than in the case of the probabilistic framework. Specifically, if Θ denotes the discernment frame, i.e. the set of mutually exclusive hypotheses, belief functions are defined on the set of the subsets of Θ, noted 2 Θ in reference to its number of elements: 2 |Θ| where |Θ| is the cardinality of Θ.
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In our case, denoting by H and H the two singleton hypotheses,"Head" and "Not Head", the discernment frame is Θ = H, H , and the set of hypotheses is
Classically, the mass function noted m is the basic belief assignment (bba) that It is important to notice that P l and Bel functions may also be interpreted as upper and lower probabilities [40] and they check the duality property: ∀A ∈ 2 Θ , P l(A) = 1 − Bel(A) (where A denotes the complement of A with respect to Θ).
Bba definition based on calibrated scores
In the context of SVM-based high density crowds pedestrian detection, we consider 175 that imprecision can arise in two different and complementary ways: in the derivation of posterior probability values from SVM decision scores, and later, from the spatial layout of the detections in the output image space. More specifically, let us explain better the origin of these two different types of imprecision.
Firstly, in order to obtain class probabilities from SVM scores, i.e. sample distances 180 to the hyperplane margin, a well established method proposed by Platt [46] consists in approximating the posterior probability by learning the optimal parameters configuration of a logistic sigmoid function, relying on a calibration set independent from the training data.
In particular, given training samples x j ∈ IR n , j = 1, ..., l, labeled by y j ∈ 185 {+1, −1}, defined as feature vectors derived from a head detector, the binary SVM computes a decision function f (x) such that sign(f (x)) is used to predict the label of unseen test samples. In order to obtain class probability P (y = 1|x), the method proposed by Platt [46] approximates the posterior probability by learning a logistic sigmoid function
The optimal parameter configuration (λ * 0 , λ * 1 ) is then determined by solving a regularized maximum likelihood problem, with respect to the calibration set.
For each different test sample, given its score s i , namely its distance to the hyperplane boundary defined by classifier i, with i = 1 . . . N , we now define an associated Bayesian bba m B i (i.e., bba having only singleton focal elements), from the posterior 195 probability given by the calibration step:
This initial Bayesian bba is only able to model the uncertainty about the class the sample belongs to, relying on a calibration procedure that is assumed to be robust.
However, in difficult settings such as our application, a robust estimation of the sigmoid parameters is almost impossible to achieve, and few changes in the calibration set 200 (cardinality or in the samples within it) can cause the sigmoid to appear very different.
In presence of a steep transition between the two classes particularly, even a slight shift of the sigmoid may induce very different probability values and possibly different deci-sions for quite numerous samples, especially in presence of strong overlap between the two classes. Now, with belief functions we can naturally take into account the impreci-205 sion inherent to the sigmoid learning process. Instead of deriving a simple probabilistic value through logistic regression, we aim at associating a bba to each unlabeled sample directly from its score and from the estimated sigmoid (from calibration process).
Xu et al. [47] proposed to extend the logistic calibration to derive a bba that takes into account the number of samples per score value for calibration process. Such an 210 approach is suitable specially when the number of samples if small and when there is no overlapping between the scores of the two considered classes. Otherwise, [45] shows that, in such difficult types of applications, it is hard for SVM to find a very large margin between the two classes and there can be a consistent overlap between samples with different labels for the same score. However, since the number of samples per 215 score would be high, we would paradoxically not assign a high value of imprecision to them.
Then, as an alternative we consider the bba allocation proposed by [48] . It relies on the observation that (fuzzy) erosion and dilation (respectively opening and closing) are also dual with respect to complementation, and they can be interpreted as belief 220 and plausibility functions: given a bba m 0 derived from the output of a classifier, the following property holds:
∀A ∈ 2 Θ , where δ v and E v are the dilation and erosion operators respectively, with structuring element v, while φ v and γ v are the closing and opening operators.
The amount and shape of the possible imprecision is thus modeled through a struc-225 turing element. Now, we propose to interpret the erosion operator as a discounting operator, in the sense that the obtained bba will be less committed. Indeed, when applying erosion to m 0 (A) to derive Bel(A), ∀A ∈ H, H , the mass on Θ is increased by the sum of the differences between initial values and eroded values: probability with respect to the learned sigmoid, i.e. Bel and P l functions of the obtained bba. Due to the fact that we consider a flat structuring element and to the intrinsic monotonically increasing profile of the sigmoid function, considering classifier i, it is possible to easily derive: Figure 1 shows an example of a sigmoid function learned on the calibration set, 240 as well as the two derived sigmoid functions (for two structuring elements of different widths), that represent Bel and P l functions and provide the interval of imprecision.
The interval between Bel and P l functions embeds thus the amount of imprecision in the calibration step we have to cope with. It takes low values for points far from Table 1 : Example of bba allocation based on calibrated scores, assuming λ * 0 = −2, λ * 1 = −0.05 and erosion structuring element of width w = 1. Only the focal elements are reported.
Score
Bayesian bba Imprecise score-based bba within the SVM margin, in the overlapping area. Table 1 proposes a toy example to illustrate the considered bba allocation based on SVM scores. Let us suppose that for a given classifier the sigmoid's optimal parameters have been found to be λ * 0 = −2 and λ * 1 = −0.05 through Platt's calibration based on logistic regression on the calibration set. Then, considering two different 255 test samples x 1 and x 2 , such that s x1 = −0.5 and s x2 = +2 are their SVM scores (i.e. their distances to the classification hyperplane), Eq. (1) provides the probability estimates P (y = 1|x 1 ) = 0.28 and P (y = 1|x 2 ) = 0.98. Then, we can derive the associated Bayesian bbas by simply assigning the probability estimate to the mass on H, and by computing the mass on H accordingly. For example, considering sample x 1 , 260 m B x1 (H) = P (y = 1|x 1 ) and m B x1 (H) = 1 − P (y = 1|x 1 ). Then, by applying erosion with a flat structuring element of width w (in the example w = 1) we can discount the mass on singleton hypotheses by an amount computed with Eqs. (5) and (6) , as the difference between Bel and P l. In this way we take into account the imprecision on the estimated sigmoid, and the smaller the distance of a sample to the SVM hyper-265 plane, the higher the amount of imprecision that will be considered. In our example, sample x 1 stands in the uncertain area between support vectors (|s x1 < 1|), so that we know that a small change in the logistic optimal parameter estimation could possibly lead to a significant change in the probability estimate. On the contrary, sample x 2 has an associated SVM score which is relatively high, and thus represents a test sample for 270 which the classification is quite sure and will not easily change even in presence of calibration inaccuracy. With the proposed bba allocation in the context of BF framework, we are therefore able to assign a higher value of imprecision to sample x 1 with respect to x 2 .
Bba definition based on pixel neighborhood information 275
Regarding the second type of imprecision, namely the spatial one, it comes from the fact that in the context of high-density crowd pedestrian detection strong occlusions make the head of each pedestrian barely visible. Besides, due to the specific geometry of the recordings, each head corresponds to few pixels. The most effective head detectors are based on features computed in sub-windows around the pixel of interest, 280 which further increases the spatial imprecision of the detection. For this reason, following the preliminary work we introduced in [49] , we model the spatial imprecision due to the close resolutions of object (head) and descriptor respectively by performing opening operation in the spatial domain to discount the bba taking into account the neighborhood heterogeneousness. increase the mass on Θ discounting the previous bba by performing a morphological opening operation, this time in the image space, to take into account neighbor pixels information based on the assumption that they are likely to belong to the same class.
In the following, notations are slightly modified from [39] to let appear the dependency from both the considered pixel or sample (noted x) and the considered classifier (noted i). More in detail, dilation δ w and erosion E w operators depending on the struc-300 turing element of width w are composed with the calibrated sigmoid σ i relative to classifier i, in order to derive the two different sigmoid functions, denoted (δ w • σ i )
and (E w • σ i ), representing P l and Bel function values evaluated on the score s x relative to sample x (cf. Fig. 1 ). This takes into account the imprecision of the calibration step. Then, for each pixel x and classifier i independently, we derive the 'one-time' 305 discounted bba m x,i , so that at the end of this step we get a map (image) of bbas Specifically, with s x being the SVM score associated to pixel x, we have:
where σ i is the learned sigmoid for classifier i and (E w • σ i ) and (δ w • σ i ) its eroded and dilated results with a (flat) structuring element of width w, applied in the score 315 space. Then, in the image space, x 11
x 13
x 21 
is the layer image associated to hypothesis A, ∀A ∈ 2 Θ , and γ a is the opening operator of parameter a applied in the image domain.
As in [49] , a spatial Gaussian structuring element fitted in a window of radius a is used, to better take into account the spatial consistency. Note that the two morpholog-320 ical operations described are not commutative, since they are applied in two different spaces, i.e. score and image domains, and we find it more natural to firstly consider the imprecision due to the calibration step and later consider the imprecision in the spatial context.
Let us continue with the toy example proposed in the previous section. Table 2   325 shows the spatial arrangement of neighbor samples around the considered x 1 and x 2 .
Let us suppose that neighbors have associated bbas reported in Table 3 after bba allocation based on SVM scores. Bba allocation for samples x 1 and x 2 is already reported in Table 1 . Note that the spatial arrangement of the samples is fully independent from their position in the score space. It is evident in the example that x 2 has a more ho-330 mogeneous neighborhood with respect to x 1 . This reflects in a higher discounting for sample x 1 (for simplicity, in the example applying erosion with a flat 4-connectivity Sample Imprecise score-based bba Final bba
structuring element). Note that with the Bayesian allocation we would have assigned to x 1 a high mass on H, while taking into account the two types of imprecision we end up with a bba having a high value of ignorance, that will not contribute a lot in the 335 conjunctive combination with the other classifiers. On the contrary, the final bba allocation of x 2 reflects its Bayesian counterpart, since its calibrated score is quite reliable and its neighborhood is homogeneous.
BBAs combination
Considering the N different descriptors, N bbas are defined as explained for ev-340 ery sample x. According to the bba obtained from descriptor i, the uncertainty of a head presence in the pixel associated to x ranges between Bel x,i (H) = m x,i (H) and
, so that m x,i (Θ) represents the imprecision on the uncertainty value provided by i th descriptor for the given sample. In the proposed model, the uncertainty comes from the binary classifier score, whereas the imprecision comes 345 both from the initial score calibration and from spatial heterogeneity of uncertainty values within the considered structuring element.
Finally, the combination between bbas can be performed. As the descriptors are considered cognitively independent, the orthogonal sum or its unnormalized version, the conjunctive combination rule [41] , are well-suited for this task. For two sources m 1 and m 2 , the conjunctive combination rule is defined by
In our case where |Θ| = 2, and considering m x,i bbas allocation, the analytical result may be easily derived: Pignistic probability in particular can be used to give a probabilistic interpretation to the bbas. Since in our setting |Θ| = 2, ∀A ∈ Θ
This allows us to assign a probabilistic interpretation to the resulting bba associated to each sample, so that we will obtain a single-layer BetP (H) image map where at every pixel the BetP x (H) value will be differently normalized on the basis of the conflict value included in m x , represented by the mass on the empty set. Generally, from the 365 BetP (H) map, statistics for quantitative evaluation of the detection results are derived.
Besides doing this, in our study, obtained bbas m x are also taken into account for the selection of new samples during the AL process, as explained in next section.
Evidential QBC disagreement measures
In the context of QBC, new samples for the learning process are chosen based crowds have been recently highlighted in our previous works [50, 49] , so that we find it natural to build a set of classifiers with them.
After having built C, the committee of classifiers of cardinality |C| = N sources, QBC relies on some heuristics to measure the disagreement among them, in order to find the most informative samples to add to the training set L.
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In the following, we investigate traditional disagreement metrics such as Soft Vote
Entropy and KL divergence, as well as new evidential-based disagreement measures, with diversity among samples ensured by a minimum Euclidean distance applied in the spatial domain between instances already in the training set and in the current batch.
Traditional disagreement measures in QBC and their limitations 385
Specifically, given the set of mutually exclusive hypotheses Θ = H, H and C the committee of classifiers of cardinality N , Soft Vote Entropy asks for the label of the unlabeled sample such that:
where U is the set of unlabeled samples (U ⊂ P), and P C (y |
is the average or consensus probability that y is the correct label according to the com- On the other hand, the KL divergence strategy adds samples to the training set such that:
where P x,i = P i (y | x) and P x,C = P C (y | x) for simplicity of notation, while D KL is the KL divergence that quantifies the disagreement as the average divergence between the prediction of each classifier i in the committee and the consensus P C , and is defined by
The conceptual difference behind SVE and KL resides in the way they quantify 400 the disagreement. Considering a committee of classifiers, the consensus probability P C (y | x) between them could be uniform in two different cases. Firstly, all the classifiers have an uniform distribution among the hypotheses, so that the consensus distribution is also uniform. Secondly, the classifiers strongly disagree between them, but since the consensus is an average between their responses, it ends up being uniform 405 among all the hypotheses as well. In the first case, all the classifiers agree that the label is uncertain, while in the second case they strongly support a different label. Since SVE only considers consensus, it cannot distinguish between the two cases. On the other hand, KL divergence would favor only samples with uncertain consensus because of conflicting predictions given by the classifiers.
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Besides these highlighted limitations, the mentioned measures do not exploit the possible information arising from the combination among the committee members, and the final result on which evaluation is performed is not taken into account in the selection of the new samples.
Proposed evidential disagreement measures 415
On our side, after having performed the combination between the various sources in the BF framework, the result is the map M where at each pixel x of the image corresponds a bba m x that incorporates a different evidence of belonging to a certain 
Nguyen [53] H N (m) = A∈2 Θ m(A) log class (i.e., head or not head), as well as a component of ignorance that remains after the combination, and conflict between the sources, i.e. the masses on Θ and ∅ respectively 420 that come from the conjunctive combination. We can therefore extend the concept of Soft Vote Entropy to the evidential framework, to define new evidential measures of disagreement among committee members. The Maximum Entropy (ME) strategy will add to the training set sample such that:
where in our case m x is the bba associated to the unlabeled sample x, obtained after 
x
where in our case m x is the bba associated to the unlabeled sample x, obtained after with maximal mass on the empty set. In Eq. (14) we choose to use a measure of total conflict derived from the conjunctive combination rule as disagreement measure. In [65, 66] total conflict is separated into internal and external components. Internal conflict quantifies the (self-)inconsistency of the i th source, while external conflict is only based on the interaction between sources and does not integrate any self-inconsistency.
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The authors of [67] in particular agree with this subdivision, and they propose conflict measurements based on contour functions, making no a-priori assumptions regarding the dependence between sources.
The concepts of conflict and ignorance have already been used in the context of single classifier uncertainty sampling-based AL in [68] , but with different meanings 475 from those in the BF framework. In their work, conflict models the extent to which a new query point lies in the conflict region between two or more classes (whereas for us it refers to conflicting beliefs from different classifiers), while ignorance represents the distance of a new query point from the training samples seen so far, so that it is higher in areas of the version space not represented yet (while for us it is higher when 480 for all the classifiers the point resides in their uncertainty area -in a sense, the two definitions are completely the opposite). Always in the different context of uncertainty sampling, in [69] there is a distinction between insufficient-evidence and conflictingevidence uncertainties, but the concept of evidence does not refer to BF framework, but it is rather measured as a weighted similarity of a given sample to the support vectors. 485 We expect that the inclusion of samples with high ignorance or conflict will be beneficial for the learning process, respectively in order to sharpen the decision boundaries between the classes for all the classifiers and to reduce overall conflict between the various sources. However, the former strategy exploits examples which are near the current decision margins in all the feature spaces, and it is not able to solve possible conflicts but it just adjusts the boundaries, while the latter allows for an exploration of the version spaces to select points which are not yet represented by the current models, but it could be prone to select outliers. In this sense they are complementary strategies, and they should be used in conjunction with a criterion able to balance them. Alternatively, we expect entropy-based disagreement to be able to naturally find a trade-off 495 between them as a measure of information gain. and Moral, Deng, Jiroušek and Shenoy), we can notice that they all prioritize different samples, but there is only a slightly difference among the entropy values associated to 520 the first three bbas. This suggests the fact that they would probably select the three of them to be part of the same batch. In the same way, Jousselme's definition based on
BetP (H) encourages a diversity in terms of bbas in the same batch, allowing to tackle different types of issues at the same time (i.e., conflicting and/or not committed bbas). In the following section, we will investigate all the proposed evidential-based disagreement measures as well as the traditional ones in the context of our application. mately 20% of the heads are so difficult to annotate that the human needs to look in the previous and the next frames in order to take a head/not head decision (something which our algorithm cannot do, as it performs the detection only in the current frame).
Experiments

Data and features used
As it is possible to see from the image, another problem in this type of scenes is the high data imbalance between positive and negative samples (i.e., pixels belonging or 575 not to a head, respectively), stressing the importance of finding an effective strategy to select significant samples.
Pedestrian detectors in dense crowds
In the difficult context of high-density crowds, simple detectors relying on appearance cues, such as local color histogram which may be associated to skin, hair or 580 clothes are not well suited, since the object resolution needs to be relatively high and the color spaces may not be discriminative enough. Even worse, many surveillance cameras provide only gray level data, as in our case, so that it is not possible at all to exploit color information. In the same way, common face detectors such as Viola-
Jones [71] are unsuited, since pedestrian faces are not detailed enough. Among some 585 descriptors which are widely used in SVM-based pedestrian detection, those which are the best suited in the context of high-density crowds have been recently highlighted in [49] .
Related to the image gradient, the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor [10] is very popular and has exhibited in various contexts excellent performances 590 when used in conjunction with a histogram intersection kernel (HIK) [9] . The contour related to the specific shape of the head and shoulders is indeed highly discriminative, but it may fade away due to clutter. For this reason, it is important to consider as well some descriptors aimed at other characteristics than shape.
To this extent, some descriptors related to texture representation are the Local Bi-595 nary Pattern (LBP) operator [11] and Gabor filter banks [72] . The former is traditionally employed in texture classification, and it has been successfully used in pedestrian detection due to its reasonable robustness to occlusion provided by its local sampling strategy, while the latter have been used for head detection [72] to encode the local frequencies and orientations. Regarding LBP, we rely for learning on a χ 2 kernel func-600 tion which has been shown to be positive definite and suited for data generated from histograms [73] , while for the Gabor-based descriptor we consider a RBF kernel.
Besides these popular pedestrian detectors, the DAISY [74] descriptor, usually used in the field of stereo matching, has been successfully employed for the first time for head detection in these difficult crowd scenes in [49] , together with HIK. Its Gaussian 605 smoothing, along with the sampling overlap, naturally enforces spatial consistency.
Evidential QBC result analysis
Comparison between the proposed evidential disagreement measures
For the QBC algorithm, we thus build the committee C of classifiers with the four cited SVM pedestrian detectors, namely HOG, LBP, Gabor and DAISY. Such a com-610 mittee is quite heterogeneous since each classifier contributes providing a different view of the data, so that the explained fusion strategy is applied at every iteration, both to obtain the image map of the BetP (H) on which we compute statistics, and to choose the samples to add to the training set on the basis of the different evidentialbased proposed heuristics.
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In the context of AL, the choice of the evaluation metrics is not trivial. The recent study carried out by [75] indeed have pointed out that most of the evaluations of AL approaches in the literature have focused on a single performance measure, and have shown that the improvements provided by AL for one performance measure often comes at the expense of another measure. Besides this, the most used metric is 620 accuracy, which intrinsically depends on the choice of a threshold so that a question arises about how much of the observed improvement is due to the effective learning and how much of it is simply due to a shift in the optimal decision threshold. Moreover, accuracy metric is not relevant in presence of highly imbalanced data. To solve this last problem, popular measures are Precision, Recall, and F1 score, but they still 625 require a threshold. For all these reasons, we choose to evaluate our method on the basis of two different measures, which do not depend on a threshold and at the same time are suited for imbalanced data, namely Area Under Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC)
and Precision-Recall Break Even Point (PRBEP) (i.e., the value of the curve where Precision is equal to Recall). These two metrics are computed on the BetP (H) map, 630 applying non maxima suppression (NMS) at every threshold to identify the targets, setting the radius of a head to r = 3, with 2r + 1 minimum distance between two maxima (head centers) in order to avoid overlapping detections.
We conducted our tests starting from a random training set of 500 samples arriving to 2000 samples, with a batch size of 100 samples per iteration added on the basis of 635 the discussed disagreement measures. Figure 4 shows the AUPRC and PRBEP for every iteration using the proposed Maximum Entropy (ME) with the different evidential entropy definitions, Maximum Conflict (MC) and Maximum Ignorance (MI) criteria.
It is possible to see an improvement of both metrics with all the investigated disagreement measures, stressing the robustness of the method and the fact that the approach 640 is well-suited to our application. All the curves tend to flatten towards the end of the process, which means that the final number of samples represents a suitable training set size. An interesting consideration is that some curves have higher performance even when relying on a small size of the training set (i.e., are faster to converge). This conflict components seems to be beneficial, in particular using Lamata and Moral's composite definition. Note that also the the simpler Jousselme's entropy-based criterion appears quite beneficial both in terms of AUPRC and PRBEP. In general, the best strategies appear to be the ones that encourage diverse samples inside the same batch in terms of bba structure, that is to say, both conflict and ignorance components have 655 to be taken into account, with a slight preference for samples with conflicting bbas.
Considering the results obtained with the two simple evidential criteria based solely on conflict and ignorance indeed, these approaches do not reach the performance of entropy-based disagreements. As expected, selecting the samples on the basis of maximum conflict allows for a steeper improvement at the beginning, where exploration of 660 the version space is very important, but after some iterations the curves tend to flatten.
On the contrary, the samples with high values of ignorance are mostly useful when the size of the training set begins to be consistent, and it becomes important to exploit the current feature spaces to adjust the boundaries. This behavior reflects the importance to pass from an initial exploration to a final exploitation of the data. To this extent, ev-665 idential QBC based on Maximum Entropy criterion is able to naturally find a trade-off between the two.
In the following, we choose Lamata and Moral's entropy definition as the more competitive criterion among the evidential entropy formulations. Indeed, it outperforms other formulations when considering AUPRC metric, which is a key indicator 670 since it takes into account the whole Precision-Recall curve, and at the same time has good performance in terms of PRBEP.
Comparison with traditional approaches
In order to evaluate the benefit for the active learning procedure of the proposed bba allocation used in conjunction with evidential disagreement measures, Fig. 5 reports the 675 curves related to two different levels of comparison.
Firstly, we evaluate the difference compared to a result reached with purely probabilistic reasoning. We perform the Bayesian bba allocation from the output of each classifier after Platt's regression, without applying any discounting neither in the score space nor in the image space, and we apply the normalized conjunctive combination . Clearly, our evidential approach outperforms all the probabilistic ones with respect to both AUPRC and PRBEP. Besides, the fact that there is a consistent gap between the proposed evidential Maximum Entropy and the corresponding curve in the Bayesian framework (Bayesian ME) indicates that the detector combination with the proposed bba allocation is significantly 695 superior to a simple product of probabilities. Now, in order to show that the performance gain is not only due to the relevant bba allocation, but also to the good choice of disagreement measure for active learning, we perform the proposed evidential bba allocation, obtaining a BetP (H) map that we interpret as a probability map to compute SVE, KL and the random baseline. This allows 700 us to focus on the benefit of the BF framework vs. probabilistic one only with respect to the new sample selection step, to see exactly the impact of evidential measures in the selection of the new samples being not biased by the detector combination result.
The related curves are referred in Fig. 5 as "Semi-evidential", since the BF framework is only involved in the bba allocation and combination but not in the sample selection. Entropy-based criteria, namely SVE and the proposed ME using Lamata and Moral evidential entropy definition, outperform the others, both in terms of AUPRC and PRBEP. However, although reaching almost the same performance as the evidential ME at the very end of the process, SVE is not able to select the most informative samples from the beginning. In particular, entropy-based evidential criterion results to be 710 the best one, due to the ability of BF framework to model in a finer way the actual information contained in each sample, highlighting the importance of the coupling be-tween the fusion of the classifiers and the definition of the disagreement measures. We can notice how KL strategy, which in its intention should select conflicting samples based on the consensus probability, does not seem to be very efficient in this context, 715 performing even worse than random sampling. This is against what we observed in the comparison of the various evidential-based entropies, where the definitions that focus on the conflict are indeed the most successful ones. This fact shows that the evidential framework is more able to model the conflict among the various committee members, through the mass on ∅, with respect to the probabilistic framework that models it in 720 terms of divergence from the consensus probability.
Correlation analysis
The aim of correlation analysis between the various disagreement measures is to understand better how they may differ from one another and the similarity between them. To this extent, we apply the proposed MC, MI and ME criteria with all the Fig. (a) detections with respect to LBP and Daisy that provide coarser blobs). There are some areas that correspond to a head where entropy is high, and it means that just a part of the classifier committee succeeds in detecting it. We also note that some shoulders of the people may present high entropy values. Specifically, this happens when one or some classifiers miss-classify shoulders as heads due to their similar rounded visual appear-775 ance. Finally, it is interesting to visualize that the maps usually agree on the location of maximum entropy (borders of the heads, heads detected only by some classifiers, shoulders areas which confuse some classifiers), while at the same time they provide different amounts of entropy for the same location, and this is what allows the AL to choose different samples and thus to obtain such diverse training set at the end of the 780 process. we obtain an improvement of almost 10% with the proposed approach, both in terms of precision and recall. PRBEP threshold is a traditional operative point for many applications and we find it reasonable to adopt it for visualization purposes. The exact values of the thresholds are th = 0.8 for the first iteration (on the left) and th = 0.55 805 for the last iteration (on the right). Although the exact values are not really meaningful in themselves, it is interesting to notice the initial bias toward a high threshold, that can be explained by the fact that at the beginning of the process the training set is balanced (i.e. it has the same number of positive and negative samples), while at the end of the process it tends to have more negative samples, reflecting the actual data distribution.
Global benefit of evidential QBC active learning
810
Overall, the proposed evidential fusion, which is able to take into account impre- To highlight the importance of coupling the fusion strategy with the AL process, Fig. 9 shows different Precision-Recall (PR) curves, for the various single classifiers as well as for their fusion. The curves are shown for the first and last iterations, in order 820 to illustrate the relative improvement in terms of performance for all the classifiers.
Besides showing that fusion results are better than individual detectors (which is not mandatory true especially in case of poor initial detectors and underlines the importance of the proposed bba allocation), the figure has two main purposes. Firstly, it shows the improvement due to AL, comparing the first iteration with the last one for ev-825 ery classifier and their fusion, so that we can see that AL is effective since performance has increased for every classifier at the end of the process. Secondly, considering the fusion result, it shows that the improvement is not only due to the increased size of training set but also to the chosen sample selection strategy. The image underlines in- deed the consistent gap between the two fusion results at the last iteration, which corre-830 sponds to random sample selector and maximum entropy sample selector (considering Lamata and Moral's entropy definition). This fact underlines the importance of having defined an adapted fusion strategy which is able to take into account imprecision while at the same time providing clues for the AL process.
PR-curves comparison between first and last iterations
Conclusion
835
Our work proposes a belief function based fusion strategy for the application of pedestrian detection in high-density crowds. The algorithm relies on a pool of heterogeneous detectors, and it exhibits two fundamental advantages with respect to the many existing ensemble methods. Firstly, given the reduced size of the targets, we take into account jointly the imprecision related to the individual decisions during the 840 calibration process along with the detection imprecision exhibited in the image space.
Secondly, we exploit the disagreement among the individual detectors in order to add new samples to the training set in an optimal manner with respect to the information gain evaluated with different evidential entropy measures. The results highlight the effectiveness of the detector fusion and confirm the expected behaviors of the different 845 entropy measures we considered in our study.
Even if in our application we considered only two classes, the method could be easily extended to handle more than two singleton hypotheses: the proposed Maximum Entropy and Maximum Conflict criteria would naturally apply, while the Maximum Ignorance criterion will possibly benefit from distinction between partial ignorance 850 values. Refining conflict analysis, we could also take into account the difference between external and internal conflict components, to find a balance between exploration and exploitation of the version space.
From a methodological point of view, the perspectives of this work are related to extending it for performing neural network late fusion, for which the widely used 855 combinations do not rely on an evidential estimation of the imprecision or disagreement (i.e. [76, 77, 78] ). Application wise, the proposed strategy is well adapted in contexts in which it is desirable to pinpoint efficiently new training samples from a large pool of heterogeneous data based on the lack of consensus among many classifiers. For the specific field of crowd analysis, we are also interested in performing local density 860 estimation which could be helpful in identifying instability areas without the need to perform accurate individual detections.
